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Abstract.
G is a locally compact abelian group with dual T. If p(y) = J,x a„(x„, y)
is a trigonometric polynomial, its capacity, by definition is 2 \a„\. The main theorem
is: Let <pbe a measurable function defined on the measurable subset A of Y. If cpcan
be approximated on finite sets in A by trigonometric polynomials of capacity at
most C (constant), then y = p., locally almost everywhere on A, where ¡j. is a regular
bounded measure on G and ||/x||¿ C.

In this paper G is a locally compact abelian group with dual I\ The set of
bounded regular measures on G will be denoted M(G). If ¡j. e M(G) its transform

ß is defined by

fiiv)= J (*,-y) Mx),
Definition.

y e r.

If p(y) = 2? an(*n, y) is a trigonometric

capacity, by definition,

polynomial

on T, its

is 2? |an|. If s(y) = 2f an(xre, y) with 2? |fln| = C'<oo, then

j(y) will be called a trigonometric series with capacity C.
Now if 9 is any continuous function on T, then cpcan be uniformly approximated
on compact sets in Y by trigonometric polynomials (Stone-Weierstrass theorem).
In general the capacities of these polynomials will be unbounded. If we demand
that these capacities be bounded by a fixed constant C we get a characterization of
the transform of a measure. We shall prove
Proposition
1. Let cp be a function defined on Y. 7« order that cp= ß for some
¡j. e MiG) it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a constant C such that cpcan
be uniformly approximated on any compact set in F by trigonometric polynomials of
capacity at most C.

This approximation
In fact,

property can be strengthened to a representation

property.

Proposition
1'. Let cp be a function defined on Y. In order that cp= ß for some
¡x e MiG) it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a constant C such that for
any compact set A in Y, cp is equal on A to a trigonometric series of capacity at

most C.
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These propositions are not entirely new for they are equivalent to known
results, stated differently (see below).
A function cpwith the above approximation or representation property is automatically continuous. It is an important theorem of Bochner [2] and Eberlein [5]
that the continuity (or even measurability) of cp,combined with the approximation
property on finite [instead of compact] sets in V, implies that y>= ß (almost everywhere in case of measurability of cp), where p¡,e M(G). In fact, the BochnerEberlein theorem may be given the form:
Theorem B-E. Let cpbe continuous (resp. measurable) on Y. If cpcan be approximated on any finite set in Y by trigonometric polynomials of capacity at most C,
then cp= fi (resp. locally almost everywhere) where /x e M(G) and \\fi\\^ C.

Our main result is an analogous theorem valid for restrictions to a measurable

subset A of T. Namely,
Theorem. Assume cp is measurable on the measurable set A in Y and that cp is
approximable on finite sets in A by trigonometric polynomials with capacity at most
C, then cp= ß locally almost everywhere on A, where fi e M(G) and \\f-WuC.

Particular cases of this theorem are due to Bochner [2]: Y = R, A = R; to Krein

(cf. [1, pp. 154-159]) : Y= R, A = an interval ; to Eberlein [5]: A = Y; and to Rosenthal
[7]: T = T? although their statements are expressed somewhat differently but
equivalently. (See below.)
In the final part of the paper we restate in a new form, the result appearing in
[4], that the transform of an integrable function lives mostly on compact sets,
while the transform of a singular measure is scattered all over Y.
The proof of Propositions 1 and 1' is based on the following.
Proposition 2. Let cpbe a function defined on a subset A ofY. Then the following
two statements are equivalent :
(A) cpis approximable on finite sets in A by polynomials with capacity at most C.

(B) Ifq(x) = 2ï bm(x,ym) with yme A and ||«|| „ ^ 1 then |2 bm<p(ym)\
Ú C.

Proof. Assume (A) holds. Let q(x) = 2f bm(x,ym), with yme A and H^Hc^l;
e>0

being given, there is, by hypothesis,

a polynomial

p(y) = 2 an(xn, y) with

2 |an|^C such that

\<p(ym)-p(Ym)\
Í */2 1**1. m=\,...,M.
k

Then
\^bmcp(ym)-^bmp(ym)\

But

á e.

|2*w(ym)|
= 12«»?(*»)
I ^ 2 i«»i= c

Hence

|2*»9<y»)|= c+ee being arbitrary, statement (B) holds.
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Conversely, assume (B) holds.
Going to the Bohr compactification G of G, using the Hahn-Banach extension
theorem and the Riesz representation theorem, we see that there is a measure
H e MiG), with ||/a|| ¿ C, whose transform ß is equal to <pon A.
Let {yi,..., yM} he a finite subset of A. Let s>0 be given. There is a finite,
disjoint, not necessarily open covering Wu ..., WN of the compact group G such

that
\(x,ym)-(x',ym)\

provided x, x' e Wn, n=\,...,

< e,

m=\,...,M,

N.

Choose some xn e Wn, n= 1,...,

TV,and put

An = KWn),

(1)

pir) = 2 fl»fô»~y)71

Then

2 kl = 2 Mw*)\
= H =c
We have

(2)

ßivm)= 2

If x e Wn then |(x, ym)-(xn,
(x,

(*>-ym)Mx),

M.

m=\,

ym)\ <e. Therefore

-ym)dix(x)-\

¡Jwn

(xn,

-ym)d¡x(x)

< e\p\(Wn).

Jwn

This is
(x,

-ym)dfi(x)-an(xn,

-ym)

< e\¡A(Wn).

\J1tn

We conclude, from (1) and (2), for m= 1,...,

M,

\ß(ym)-P(ym)\< *Z \p\(Wn)Ú «Ml = «C.
n

Finally, since G is dense in G we can choose xne G such that
|(*n, ym)-(xn,

ym)\ ^ £,

W =

1, . . ., M.

Put p(y) = 2n ûnfe, - y)- Then
l£(ym)-/>(ym)| < 2eC,

m = 1,...,

M.

e being arbitrary, property (A) holds.
Proposition 2 is now proved.
Proposition 2 shows that our statement of Theorem B-E is equivalent to the
original statement of the Bochner-Eberlein theorem.
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Also the sufficiency of the conditions appearing in Propositions 1 and 1' is a
consequence of the sufficiency of the weaker condition appearing in Theorem B-E.
There remains only to show the necessity of the condition in Proposition 1'.
But this is precisely a theorem of K. de Leeuw and C. Herz ([3, Theorem 1]; take

Gi = G, G2= G, the Bohr compactification of G).
We now go to the proof of our main theorem.
Lemma 1. Let Gx be a locally compact abelian group of the form Gi = Ra x T" x D
where a, b are nonnegative integers and D a discrete group. Let V0 be a neighborhood
ofO in G i, which is a direct product of compact symmetric neighborhoods ofO in the
factors R, T occurring in Gx and of the neighborhood {0} ofO in D. Then to any compact set K containing V0+ V0 we can associate a function u on Gj such that

(i) «fco,
(2) u vanishes outside V0+ V0,
(3) $Giu(x)dx=l,

(4) u(x) = 2 K(x, yn)for xeK,
(5) 2\bn\úmi(Vo)-\
(6) ¡k+Xo\1 bn(x, yn)\ dxú 1 for every x0 e Gu
where mt is Haar measure on G^

Proof. Case (i). d = T. Let/be the function in L2(d) equal to mi(V0)-1XVo
where XVois the characteristic function of V0. Then in L2(T)

f(x) = 2 an(x, yn),
where 2 J£Z„j2
= ||/|l = »Ji(F0)"1. Put u=f*f.
we have

?n s Z,
Since/is

nonnegative and symmetric

u(x) = 2 bn(x, yn) S: 0

with

2 |M = 2 Hz = ^(^o)-1
and m vanishes outside the set V0+ V0. Also, by Fubini

f u(x)dx= f f f(y)f(x-y)dydx= 1.

Ja-i

JGi Jg1

Finally

2 K(x, yn) dx ^
Jk + Xo I

u(x) dx = 1.
JOi

Case (ii). Gi = R. Assume that the compact set K is interior to the interval
( —N,N} which may be identified with F. Define the function u as above:

h(x) = 2 bn(x, yn),

x e (- N, + N},

u(x) = 0,

x£(-N,+N],
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where now (x, yn) has period 2N. Then 2 bn(x, yn) has period 27Vand (6) follows.

Case (iii). Gy= D discrete. Here Vo= {0}. Then m1(V0)= 1 and

1

2 bn(x,yn) dx =

K + xa

2

2*"^'^

xeK + xq

Let Gi be the Bohr compactification of Gu the dual of Ti made discrete.
We can find a neighborhood
Wx of 0 in Gr which meets the finite set K— K in
just the point 0. Let W2 he a neighborhood of 0 in Gx such that W2—W2<^Wx.

Then
(*)

for x0 e Gi, the set K+x0 meets W2 in one point at most.

For, assume zci, k2 e K; kx+x0, k2+x0 e W2. Then k1 —k2 e W2— W2^ Wj_ and

therefore k1 —k2 = 0.
Let W3 be a compact symmetric neighborhood

of 0 in Gx such that W3+W3<=
W2. Let F he the function in L2(Gj) equal to m1(W3)'li2XW3 where Wi is Haar
measure in Gx. Then, in L2(G1),

F(x) = 2 a»-(x>
y»)»

* e ^i' y»e ri'

where2 H2= 11^11
= 1-Put U=F*F. Then

t/(x) = 2 *»(*>
y»)SO,
with 2^n = 2 |*n|=2

jeg Gi,

|ûn|2 = l and U vanishes outside

W3+W3;

in particular,

U

vanishes outside W2. Since, by (*), K meets W2 in just the point 0, then £/(.*)= 0

for x e K, jc#0. Also (7(0)= 1. Put
u(0) = 1, uLx) = 0 for je g Gi, x # 0.
Then conditions (1), (2), (3) are satisfied and

uix) = 2 bjjx, yn) = Uix) for xeK.
Finally, by (*), at most one term in the sum

2 |2w*'?»)|

xeK + XQ

is different from 0 and this term is at most 1.
General case. Let Gj be the finite direct product of the groups Ga. If K is compact in Gj, then K is contained in a direct product Y\ Ka, where Ka is compact in
Ga. Take u to be the product of the w's constructed for each Ga.
Lemma 2. Let G be any locally compact abelian group with dual Y. Let cp,f be
two bounded measurable functions with compact support A0 in Y and let e>0 be
given. Then, for a certain polynomial pix) = 2i bnix, yn), we have
(7)

C I-ST

f

|

\j>bncp(y + yn)<p\dy < e,
Jao I i
Jr
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and the function on A0
sup 2 bnf(y+yn)(y, y+Yn)
yeG

ye A0,

1

is majorized by a certain function F such that

(8)

f F(y)dy^v(A0)(\\fU
+ e)

where v is Haar measure on Y.

Proof. Extend A0 to a compact neighborhood Ax of 0 in Y and let A be the
locally compact group generated by Ax. Let A be the annihilator of Tj and put
Gi = G/Hi. Then Gi is the dual of A. By the structure theorem for compactly
generated groups, (see e.g. [6, (9.8)]), Gi is of the form Gj = Ra x T" x D where
a, b are nonnegative integers and D a discrete group.
Choose a compact symmetric neighborhood V0 of 0 in Gu which is of the form
described in Lemma 1, in such a way that, if u is any function on Gx satisfying

conditions (1), (2), (3) of Lemma 1, then

(9)

< e
If u(x)(x,y)<p(x)dx-<p(0)

for all y e A0 (compact).

\JOl

Observe that, since <pis concentrated on r¿ $ is constant on the cosets of A and
therefore <pis defined on d.
Next choose k e A(A) such that k has compact support, say K, in G± and
such that

(10)

f

(11)

\<p*k-<p\ < emi(V0) ^ e,

f \f*k-f\

V0small,

<emi(V0) úe

where my is Haar measure on Gx. By (10)
(10')

||<p£-#||=o < E

(sup over Gx).

Now V0 and the compact set K (which we may extend to include V0+ V0) are
fixed and we choose u satisfying the six conditions (l)-(6) of Lemma 1.
Then, by the ¿^inversion theorem, we have, for y e Yu
CO

/»

2 bn(cp* k)(y + yn) =
i

=

Jk

Jk

CO

cpk(x)2 bn(x, y + yn) dx
i

(4>k)(x)(x,y)u(x) dx.
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Hence, for large TVand any y e Yu
N

(12)

*

2 b^f * *Xy+ y»)i

Jx

(.<pi)(x)(x,
y)u(x) dx

< e.

By (10') and (l)-(3),
| (cpk)(x)(x, y)u(x) dx —
\JK

cp(x)(x, y)u(x) dx

< e.

JK

Whence, by (12) and (9),

2 bn(<p* k)(y + yn)- <£(0) < 3e for y g A0.
We conclude
dy < 3ev(A0).
f |2z>„(<p*/c)(y+yO-<rXO)

•Iaq I i

(Since Tj is open in Y we may take Haar measure on Y, to be the restriction of
Haar measure v on Y.)

Finally, by (10)

f \ftbncp(y
+ yn)-cp(0)
dy á 21 |*»|«Mi(K0)
+ 3«<Ao)

JA0 | 1

;g e+3eKA0),
which is the property (7) required for cp.
Again, by the ^-inversion
theorem, we have, for any y e Gx and any y g Yu
00

I e.

2 bn(f* k)(y+ yn)(y,y + yn)\ = \\ (ft) (x) 2 bn(x+y, y + yn

= IIAll-f |2*«(*.y+y»)|
jK + y '

i lAl-s II/II.+*.
Hence, for large TV,and any ^ g Gi, y g r1}
%bnif*

k)(y+yn)(y,y+yn)

= II/II-+2«.

We deduce, for y g Tj, since yn e Tj and the characters (y, y + yn) are constant on

the cosets of 77i :
sup 2 bnf(y+yn)(y, y+yn)\ = sup Y *n/(y+yn)(y, y+y„)
nan,
*T*
yeG

yeGi

JV

¿ sup
1/eGi

2 *»(/-/* *)(y+y»)Cy>
r+yn) + II/IU
+2-

^ Z\bn(f-f* k)(y+yn)\+ \\fU + 2e
= E(y)

say
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where by (11)

f F(y)dy^2

l*nkm1(F0)
+ v(A0)(||/|U+2£)

Í e + V(Aa)(\\f\\x+2e).

e being arbitrary,

(8) is now proved.

Lemma 3. Assume cpis measurable on A^Y, cpis zero outside A and cpis approximable on finite sets in A with capacity at most C. For any / bounded, measurable,
vanishing outside A, with compact support, put T(f) = jrfip dy. Then | F(/)| ^ C||/|| „.

Proof. Let s > 0 be given and let A0 be the compact support off. By Lemma 2,
applied to the two functionsfy and/ both with compact support A0, there is a
polynomial p(x) = 2Î7 bn(x, yn) such that

(1)

\^bnf(y

+ yn)cp(y+ yn)-

\fy\dy

< e2v(A0)

and

sup 2 bnf(y + yn)(y, y + yn) á F(y),
y |i

y e A0,

where

f F(y)dy úv(A0)(\\f\\„+e).

(2)
Put
(
Ei=-lyeA0:

IN
\^bnf(y

C
+ yn)cp(y+ yn)-jfip

Then, by (1)
e-V(Ei) < eMA0);

v(Ei)<

ev(A0).

Put
E2 = {ye A0 : F(y) > (1 -e)-\\\f\\

m+ e)}.

By (2)
(l-fi)-1(||/||œ+£HF2)

Í V(A0)(\\f\\x + e),
V(E2)i(l-eXA0).

We conclude v(Ex u F2) < v(A0). Hence there is A0e A0 such that A0$ Eu X0$ E2,

that is
N

2bnf(^

(3)

+ Yn)^0 + Yn)-T(f)

<

JV

(4)

sup 2,bnf(X0 + yn)(y,X0 + yn) ï(l-e)-\\\f\\„+e).
y
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Let A he the finite set of elements of the form A0+ yn, «= 1,..., TV,which belong
to A0 n A. By hypothesis there is a polynomial #(y) = 2m cm(ym, y) with 2 km I ^ C

such that

(5)

|<7(y)-<p(y)|
< */2 \b*\I/!-

for y e A-

I i

Observing that/(Ao + yn) = 0 if \0 + yn$ A we get from (3) and (5)

This is

T(f)-2bnf(X0
i
T(f)-^cm

2

+ yn)q(K+ yn)

^ e + e.

bnf(X0+ yn)(ym,X0+ Yn) è 2e

By (4) the coefficient of cm has modulus

^(l-e)"1(||/||to-l-e).

Hence

mm ^2icmi(1-e)"1(ii/n»o+e)+2e
m

á C(l-e)-1(||/|U+e)

+ 28.

Since e is arbitrary, the lemma is proved.
Main Theorem. Assume that cp is measurable on the measurable set A and that
cpis approximable on finite sets in A with capacity at most C. Then <p(y)= £(y) locally
almost everywhere on A, where «■g M(G) and ||í¿|| ^ C.

Proof. The linear functional S given by S(f) = T(f) = $rfip dy is defined on the
linear space of the transforms / of the bounded measurable functions / vanishing
outside A, with compact support (a subspace of C0(G)) and satisfies the inequality

|S(/)|áC||/||„.
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 5 can be extended to the whole of C0(G), with
norm not exceeding C. By the Riesz-Kakutani representation theorem there is a

¡1e M(G) such that ||ti|| ^ C and S(f) = ¡af(x) dfi(x). Then, by Fubini's theorem

5(/) = jrf(y)ß(y) dy,
that is, jrf(y)cp(y) dy = \rf(y)ß(y) dy for every fi bounded, vanishing outside A,
with compact support. We conclude cp(y)= ß(y) locally a.e, on A and the theorem
is proved.
Remark. This theorem contrasts with the situation where instead of the transform of a measure we consider positive definite functions (the transforms of
positive measures).
Suppose A0 is a measurable subset of a locally compact abelian group Y. Define
PD(A0) to be the class of all continuous complex valued functions cpon A0 —A0

which satisfy the inequality
N

2 c¿Myi-yi)= o
i.y=i
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for every positive integer N, for every choice of complex numbers cu ..., cN and
for every choice of points yi, ■■-,yN in A0.
If G = R, A0 = an interval I, then every cpePD(I) is the restriction on I—I of
the transform fi of some positive measure ¡x on G (Krein). But if G = R2, A0 =
a closed square S in R2, then there is <pe PD(S) which is not the restriction to
S —S of the transform of a positive measure on G (see Rudin [8]).
Before ending our paper we want to state, in a new form, the two theorems
appearing in [4].
Theorem. A continuous function cpdefined on Y is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform
of a singular measure on G if and only if there is a constant C such that
(i) cp can be approximated on any finite set in Y by trigonometric polynomials of
capacity at most C.
(ii s) Whatever be e > 0 and the compact set A in Y, cp is not approximable on
finite sets F, not meeting A, by polynomials of capacity ^C—e.
Theorem. A continuous function cp defined on Y is the Fourier transform of an
integrable function on G if and only if
(i) there is a constant C such that cpcan be approximated on any finite set in Y by
trigonometric polynomials of capacity at most C.
(ii a) To every e > 0 corresponds a compact set A in Y such that cpcan be approximated on any finite set in Y, not meeting A, by trigonometric polynomials of capacity
at most e.

To prove these theorems we just make use of the equivalence stated in Proposition
2 and combine this equivalence with Theorems 1 and 2 of [4]. Observe also that no
form of any of these two theorems is readily available for restrictions, since the
transform ßs of a singular measure can be equal to the transform/of
an integrable
function on very*large sets (see e.g. Rudin [9]).
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